
For creating operational and dynamic capabilities and on effectiveness of HRM contributes greatly the term E-HRM facilitates the functions of HRM. Within an organization it can consider that electronic human resource is the function of human resource that is focused with regulation, use and management of electronic processes and information. For web based business applications electronic human resource management plays an important role.

As management is done through online is taking less resources and time. Keywords: E-HRM, human resource management, organization, function, Web based.

I. INTRODUCTION With the continuous development of technology and science especially with the increment of usages of computer and internet it can see huge changes to our culture, economy and society.

With the contribution of these approaches over the last few years in the field of human resource management a new technology developed that is known as electronic human resource management (E-HRM). Figure 1: Objective of E-HRM Electronic human resource is different from Human Resource Information System (HRIS) and E-HRM (Electronic Human Resource Management).
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Software of enterprise resource planning is consider as Human Resource Information System that use for streamlines functions of human resource like payroll. Figure 2: Evolution of E - HRM II. T YPES OF E - HRM Mainly 3 types of EHRM are there: 1. Transformational E - HRM: some activities of strategic HR like strategic re - orientation included in this type of EHRM. 2. Operational E - HRM: administrative functions like employee personal data and payroll are come in this type of EHRM. 3. Relational EHRM: For supporting the proc ess of business like performance management, training and recruitment relational EHRM is used.

For achieving the HR goal s from any number of these types an organization can choose for pursuing the policies of EHRM. 2. Operational E - HRM: administrative functions like employee personal data and payroll are come in this type of EHRM. 3. Relational EHRM: For supporting the proc ess of business like performance management, training and recruitment relational EHRM is used.


E-HRM GOALS Specialists propose three objectives of e-HRM are: enhance strategic orientation, reducing cost and improving HR services. With external community and employees the human resource plan that make by HR managers define jobs more clearly, enhance communication, make decisions faster and more accurately.

E-HRM is viewed as offering the possibility to improve administrations to HR division customers, improve productivity and cost-viability inside the HR office, and enable HR to turn into a key accomplice in accomplishing authoritative objectives. IV. ROLE OF E-HRM
Past research has proposed that e-HRM can improve HR administration conveyance effectiveness, expand HR exercises, and change the job of the HR work into one that is progressively vital.

If so, at that point the utilization of e-HRM may permit the HR capacity to build its worth and add to the upper hand of the firm. The more broad arrangement of innovation and frameworks in the HR space could be an extra wellspring of rents. In any case, we may expect that innovative and framework resources would have lower hindrances to constrain capacity than, state, know-how preferences implanted in socially complex schedules

V. ADVANTAGES OF E-HRM Many advantages of EHRM are given below: 1. Decrease human bias and improve accuracy 2. Routine tasks like collecting and storing, portfolio maintaining, record keeping, are facilitating 3. Analyzing data quickly, reporting and making data 4. Quality services improvement 5. Performing some crucial functions like selection, recruitment, and training are performed 6. At an amazing speed ensure efficient service 7. Through and automation and standardization benefiting everyone 8. Handle information related to the human resource 9. From multiple locations handle several employees quickly and efficiently. 10. Reduce cost time and labor. 11. Towards a paperless office play decisive roles 12. By using web-based technology show development 13. In evaluation or feedback giving maintain anonymity of staff

VI. ACTIVITIES OF EHRM

E-Performance Management: Many organizations utilize online innovation to assess the presentation of a person. This should be possible either utilizing the PC checking instrument, wherein the total working of an individual can be recorded, or through composition the audits and producing the criticism on the worker’s exhibition utilizing the web-based interface.

E-Recruitment: Also known as web based Recruiting, is by and large broadly utilized by organizations nowadays. Through e-Recruitment, organizations more often than not procure the competitors utilizing the web as a medium. The basic routine with regards to encouraging the online enrollment is by transferring the enlistment data on the organization’s legitimate site or procuring the online enrollment sites to fill the need.

Monster.com, Naukri.com, Timesjob.com are a portion of the very much eminent online enrollment sites.

E-Compensation: An association utilizing the remuneration the executives online empowers it to accumulate, store, dissect, and circulate the pay information or data to
anybody at whenever. Likewise, the individual can get to electronically circulated pay programming, explanatory apparatuses, from wherever on the planet. 4. E-Selection: The HR office utilizing the online choice procedure must guarantee that each progression follows the procedural prerequisites viz.

Task steps, merchant choice, evaluation steps, input to the competitors, and so forth. The motivation behind E-choice is to use the most extreme human capital at a diminished expense and in less time. 5. E-Learning: It means utilizing the web or association’s intranet to encourage the preparation and advancement programs for the workforce.

Getting the online modules of preparing, countless representatives can be secured independent of their areas.  

SCOPE AND ROLE OF E-HRM IN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 1. Within the company for all basic support process and human resources management it can consider E-HRM as an integral support system. 2. For enhance the services to client of HR department E-HRM provide potential to improve services. 3.

For the HR Department to lead the better environment of work higher internal profile can create with E-HRM. 4. In the process of business for employee satisfaction and productivity more dynamic workflow can create with the use of E-HRM. 5. In the system it provides more transparency. 6. To any facilitating management and client it provides the adaptability platform. 7.

For achieving goals of organization it allow HR to become the partner of strategy and within HR department in enhance effectiveness and efficacy. 8. All part of the company and other outside part of the organization connection increases by using E-HRM and with the ability to access HR information it enable the managers and employees of company. For creating virtual teams and to share information on a geographic level through connectivity it allow the communication.

CONCLUSION For web based business applications electronic human resource management plays an important role. As management is done through online is taking less resources and
time.
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